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Is the Modernization Process Becoming a Challenge or a Threat to the Security Policy and the Armed Forces?

Abstract: In spite of defining the role of various measures of security policy implementation the weight of one has been quite unequivocally assessed for the current policy. The main position for contemporary Poland is to be taken by the armed forces.

Under these conditions, the Polish Army has become a basic element of the defense system of Poland not only in terms of image. It is not surprising then that currently the armed forces have received a wide range of tasks regarding security – both internal and external. President Duda and the government of Law and Justice proudly show the 2 percent of GDP spent on defense and an even higher target, at the latest in 2030. However, this does not create a perspective that would allow “hurray” optimism. The key to describing the Armed Forces of the Republic of Poland seems to be their ability to respond to the revolution in the field of military and the ability to modernize.

Despite the plans of the Ministry of National Defense and declarations given in media, this process faces a number of difficulties. Not only do we create “abstract” visions of needs for the current policy, but we also offend our partners and those that are still our allies. The arms policy, so important from the point of view of this “self-sufficiency”, was brought to the accusations of lobbying, corruption, and fraud; not only do we not pay attention to our own needs, but we also create innovative concepts for the current policy that cause us to wander in dilettantism.

It seems that the shape of the implementation of the modernization of the Armed Forces is affected not only by the current policy. To a large extent, the condition of the Polish arms industry is also a decisive factor in the absorption of modernization.
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The development of technology, the introduction of new technologies to the army and the consideration of their military decision-makers may seem to be an uncomplicated term in descriptions. However, only seemingly. Disputes can affect many aspects. There are different ways of presenting the typical path of using technologies in the army and of answering the question of why some of them reach it while others do not. The adaptation of the army to the development of technology does not run its course in an uniform manner: some technologies and methods of action have taken root there for a long time, while others have quickly lost their value and have been discarded. The view is further complicated by the dominant, yet not shared by everyone, belief that many contemporary armed forces have begun a perceived revolution in military matters (Piątek, 2012, pp. 93–172). Many believe that a quality-wise new situation has been created, in which the application of many new technologies constitutes a fundamental breakthrough in the way of preparing and conducting potential combat operations. Their basis is to abandon the concept of air-land combat dominant since the 1980s (Doughty, 2001, pp. 46–50) in favor of a new blitzkrieg form, which involves paralyzing the enemy’s ability to use information and thus crushing his ability to assess the situation and command.

The main drive of change in this area is the American military policy and its military revolution programme implemented since 1989 (Blaker, 1997, pp. 46–50; Colin, 2004, pp. 27–59; Piątek, 2011, pp. 832–833). Its main assumptions, the so-called Joint Visions for 2010–2020, provide for the improvement of precision, speed and military firepower. The aim of the conducted revolution is to increase the relative advantage of US forces through the possibility of conducting precise combat operations supported by functional logistics with full-scale protection. Precise weapons in combination with information technology are to be a means to this end. The greatest RMA enthusiasts say that these measures will bring about a breakthrough in terms of the army’s access to information, deeply transforming the nature of the armed forces and the war itself.

**Polish Army in the Security Policy**

The currently implemented state security policy is based on calculations related to the recognition of the Atlantic option as the basic foundation of military security for Poland. NATO has been recognized as the most important security institution, while the European Union, the OSCE, the Council of Europe and sub-regional groupings are assumed to play a complementary role and support the strengthening of security with political, economic and other means (Zięba, 2011). In the current political situation, the Polish authorities do not hide their skepticism towards all European plans to “become independent” from NATO and the USA. However, this approach is nothing new (Zięba, 2007, p. 387). In order
to pursue vital interests, in consequence, cooperation with the US was favored because it is in a close alliance with this country that they see for themselves a guarantee of military security. In the current and strategic perspective, NATO and the alliance with the USA are to constitute a guarantee of military security. According to the politicians of the ruling party in Poland, the NATO alliance is currently the only functioning and effective security system in the world. According to these politicians, Poland has a specific structure, means and experience in order to be present in the structures and seek the ability to strengthen its position. These activities are aimed at minimizing threats, preventing conflicts, developing cooperation, and thus stabilizing the international environment of Poland both in the regional and global dimensions. The formulated priorities of Poland’s foreign and security policy are a derivative of the outlined vision for the development of Poland’s future relations on the international arena. It is in this dimension that the current ruling camp understands the implementation of tasks within the NATO alliance mainly through the deepening of Polish-American cooperation in the field of the defense system (Strategia Polskiej... 2017, p. 8, Strategia Bezpieczeństwa... 2014, p. 9).

In spite of defining the role of various measures of security policy implementation the weight of one has been quite unequivocally assessed for the current policy. The country’s armed forces are to take the main position for contemporary Poland. For the above political choices, the Armed Forces of the Republic of Poland are undoubtedly one of the determinants of the strength and position of the state in the international environment. According to the rulers, a military (army) measure invariably determines the possibilities of implementing state policy (Balcerowicz, 1999, p. 21).

Under these conditions, the Polish Army has become a basic element of the defense system of Poland not only in terms of image. It is not surprising then that currently the armed forces have received a wide range of tasks as regards security – both internal and external.

It was recognized that their main task was to fight off any military aggression using all available means. The main role was attributed to the operational forces, while they are to be actively supported by the Territorial Defense Forces (Paszyn, Kordowski, Zalewski, 2016). If it is not possible for the Polish Army to conduct regular operations, it is supposed to move to other forms of combat, including partisan activities in the areas occupied by the enemy (Mrówka, 2017). A possibility to use the army in the event of natural disasters and catastrophes is also assumed.

There should arise a question in this part of our reflections about how well the Armed Forces of the Republic of Poland are prepared for the challenges arising, e.g. from RMA. Another doubt involves the “uncritical” or even “blind” trust in the possibility of strategic tying of security, including military one, with the United States. Under these conditions, it seems extremely important that the evolution of the army proceeds in a way that guarantees the place and role of the Armed Forces of the Republic of Poland in the architecture of the security of the Polish state, but also that it could equal with the armed forces of the
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United States. It should be remembered that the armed forces should ensure: protection of independence and indivisibility of the territory of Poland; security and inviolability of borders; supporting foreign policy and vital state interests on the international arena; assistance to public administration bodies in responding to non-military threats; support for anti-terrorist and rescue operations. For this purpose, the Armed Forces of the Republic of Poland should, after all, keep at the ready the necessary potential of military means to counteract or eliminate the causes and effects of external and internal threats to state security. The Polish Armed Forces must also have the ability to separate a specific potential into the integrated military structure resulting from the alliance guarantees. It seems that these activities should be in line with the state’s political declarations. Unfortunately, these are largely undermined by the careless and unstable attitudes of decision-makers. This is why very often implementers of concepts both interesting and entertaining speak up. Mr. Gryglas MP quite seriously claims that the hussars are not a completely outdated formation and the Polish army should look for its worthy successors (Najnowszy pomysł…, 2018). An example of these is the existing form of development of the Armed Forces of the Republic of Poland. The adopted and promoted concept of the expansion of territorial troops at the expense of operational forces may amuse and irritate at the same time. Due to the nature of the planned activities and the organizational structure, the Armed Forces of the Republic of Poland are still divided into operational and Territorial Defense Forces with a focus on the former. However, this is no longer of strategic importance. The Polish Armed Forces have lost their operational character. The Territorial Defense Forces, which have also become a separate type of the Armed Forces, are being created now. It is planned that they will include 53 thousand soldiers (Struktura i zadania). At this point, let us note the quantitative state of other, so far considered as dominant, types of the armed forces: land forces – approx. 57 thousand soldiers (2017), air force – approx. 17.5 thousand soldiers (2017), navy – approx. 8.5 thousand soldiers (2017) and special forces – about 2.5 thousand soldiers (Możliwości militarne… 2017). Reflecting on the nature of the transformation of the technological structure of the Armed Forces of the Republic of Poland, one should ask, among others, whether this is a quantitative or qualitative change.

Addressing the Threats to Poland’s Security Goes Beyond the Current Policy

Also, it seems important for the subject matter of the paper that the threats for contemporary countries do not only come from their external environment, but also from internal conditions that allow the state to fulfill its basic functions as a part of its security policy. Finally, threats call for the need to formulate responses and to take appropriate action. According to the politicians of the ruling party, Poland cannot afford to move away from the USA. In their opinion, the world map pulsates with military threats for Poland (Macierewicz w Kanadzie…2017). What is going to happen? Are we on the brink of war? Formally, every-
thing is in perfect order. The propaganda slogans of the government, of course, do not reflect all the complicated reality, but propaganda – this time the failures, not success – is also done by the opposition. The army and state security structures are undergoing dynamic changes, but are they all going in the wrong direction? Is territorial defense indeed a “private army”? Will the construction of district shooting ranges threaten with shootings? Will tanks in the east of the country deter anyone? It all asks for a discussion with arguments, not slogans. It is indisputable that NATO and the USA finally have “their feet on Poland’s ground”, and 2018 will be the beginning of the functioning of the most important allied defense investment – the base of the anti-missile system in Redzikowo (Dzień otwarty…2017). Several last governments fought for this installation. President Duda and the government of Law and Justice proudly show the 2 percent of GDP spent on defense and an even higher target, at the latest in 2030. However, this does not create a perspective that would allow “hurray” optimism. We should not be deluding ourselves that distancing ourselves from European structures and indulging in the vision of defensive self-sufficiency will increase our security. Geopolitical turmoil which may threaten Poland left without allies on its own wish is not being noticed by the ruling circles.

The shortcomings of the Polish security policy result not only from the lack of a global perspective. It is no better with its immediate surroundings. Over the past years, we have not been noticing the consequences of the lack of our activity towards Ukraine. The Russian intervention in Ukraine only launched a Russophobia deepening in Poland for years, which is a seed of other ones, from Germanophobia, to Francophobia, to hostility to everything we do not “accept”. As a result, the problems of the world around us are almost irrelevant to the rulers and to a large part of the society. The view that if we are with the USA we are safe prevails in the politically correct media circulation. However, is nothing a threat to us? Are we not losing the ability to assess the importance of international security in our national security policy? Only politicians with a limited horizon can claim that there is no connection between the strategic position of the country and the policy and external relations it carries out.

Building faith in defensive self-sufficiency, we distance ourselves more and more from Europe. As a consequence, our mistakes can cost us a lot. No need to look far for evidence. Without looking at strategic consequences, a “war for the army” has begun between the two constitutional centers of power. The defense of the state for the first time in decades has become a field of political struggle, where pseudo patriots play out in the name of “ideological purity” without regard to the consequences.

The Effectiveness of a Security Policy is Determined by Noticing Its Challenges

The phenomena resulting from the analysis of threats pose a challenge to security and the policy implemented for it. The challenges are, therefore, difficult tasks, new situa-
tions forcing the need to develop effective policies and actions (Leksykon Bezpieczeństwa Wewnętrznego… pp. 746–747). From the perspective of emerging challenges, it does not matter greatly if one or the other party is in power. However, it does matter how this party uses power. Let us review the challenges for Poland’s security policy, considering the threats to it, signaled before. I would include the following in those that will largely determine the effectiveness: strengthening international cooperation, finalizing tenders worth billions, rebuilding the reserves of the Polish Army, implementing the Strategic Defense Review and structural changes for the modernization of the armed forces.

The ability to cooperate internationally will greatly stimulate the security policy and, of course, within its framework, the Armed Forces of the Republic of Poland. Against this background, it seems that the implementation of NATO summits in Wales in 2014 and in Warsaw in 2016 will be crucial. One cannot also forget about preparing for the summit of the Alliance in Brussels (The article was finished before it started). This is because further decisions essential for the security of the eastern flank and Poland may be taken there (Czaputowicz: Szczyt NATO…2018). Next year the anti-missile defense system in Redzikowo will be ready, which may be an opportunity to further expand cooperation with the USA, and cooperation within the European Union will be no less important. This should be translated for the Polish Army into a number of specific actions, and will result primarily from the transfer from the level of the decision to the level of implementation. The implementation of joint exercises and further involvement in NATO Response Force, the so-called spearhead force, need to be recognized as of key importance. The deepening of international cooperation will also entail the preparation and subsequent deployment of alliance combat units in the territory of Poland. This will concern, among others, the NATO battalion battle group which is an element of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s command system as well as gradually reinforced (e.g. with division level command, moved to Poznań) American troops, directly subordinate to US Army Europe. We must also still be ready to act for the benefit of others as part of the understanding of international cooperation. It is worth recalling Lithuania’s appeal to strengthen air defense in the Baltic Sea region (Baltic Air Policing … 2017). Polish soldiers also take part in foreign missions, including in Latvia (within the “Canadian” NATO battalion group), Romania, Afghanistan and the Middle East. Finally, according to recent decisions, defense cooperation within the structures of the European Union should be extended (Współpraca obronna… 2018).

Another aspect that can be used to strengthen international cooperation for the quality and modernization of the Polish Army is the conclusions that we should draw from the Zapad maneuvers. The proposal to transform the Multinational North-East Corps Command into an army level command is a novum in Polish action. However, the main task for the effectiveness of international cooperation should be the ability to transfer it to the lowest levels of command and military action. The Americans confirmed last year that the Army Prepositioned Stock equipment base would be built in Powidz. Preparations are also underway for the deployment of new US Army units in Europe, including artillery brigades.
and short-range counter-air defense subunits. Depending on the decision of the president and Congress regarding financing, further steps in this direction are not excluded, the more so that the law “authorizing” defense expenditures for fiscal year 2018 includes, for example, provisions on strengthening Europe’s defense against cruise missiles attacks.

Equally important for the security policy of the Republic of Poland is taking steps to restore the reserves system, neglected after moving to the professional army. It is worth remembering that currently the army relies heavily on reservists trained in the times of universal conscription, and they take part in exercises more and more often. Training volunteers as part of the preparatory service allows only to partially supplement the shortage, approximately 10 to 12 thousand soldiers per year are to take part in such training sessions. The army needs to train 30–35 thousand reservists annually. The challenge for the Ministry of National Defense is to implement and combine these resources into one coherent system, as well as to develop cooperation mechanisms of the Territorial Defense Forces with operational forces. The next steps in this direction may be the creation of the Academic Legion, under which even more than 20,000 students may eventually undergo volunteer training annually, as well as training uniformed classes, which can give another few thousand trained. Will the defense department meet these challenges?

The implementation of the Strategic Defense Review is another important task in the area of state security that the Ministry of National Defense and the Armed Forces of the Republic of Poland faces. It is assumed to be the first in years planning document outlining in a comprehensive way direction of development of the Polish Armed Forces. Its implementation, however, will require a lot of effort not only from the military, civilian political leadership, but also from the entire state. It assumes firstly an increase in spending on defense, secondly, the introduction of a reform of the command system of the Polish Armed Forces, and finally the introduction of a number of structural changes in the Polish Armed Forces. This is not only about forming a new, additional division, but also (and perhaps above all) strengthening existing structures, with, among others, logistics, reconnaissance and engineering units. Therefore, the armed forces will have to face the necessity of simultaneous forming of new units. How will this relate to the operational rivalry between the different types of troops? This is a big challenge in terms of logistics and organization, it will require coordination of undertaken activities.

The Process of Modernization of the Armed Forces: A Myth or Reality?

By definition, modernization of the contemporary Armed Forces of the Republic of Poland, at least in a limited way, should meet RMA. In no way can we meet it in a holistic way, which results not only from long-term negligence. We should be aware with all openness that the Polish state does not need it in the American version (Cohen, 2009, pp. 157–166). However, we cannot afford to further deepen the technological collapse of the armed forces. The
reform of the equipment purchasing system for the Polish army seems to be indispensable. In this respect, the need to establish an Armaments Agency is provided for (Decyzja nr 23/MON…2018). We are talking here about a strong institution that coordinates the entire process of obtaining equipment, from defining requirements and conducting analyses, to the implementation of purchase procedures, to putting equipment into operation. This is the assumption. Today there is a lack of a holistic approach and coordination, and some conditions make it difficult to implement programs or, paradoxically, introduce equipment that does not meet requirements necessary from the point of view of operational capability. As a consequence, the purchasing system is inefficient and the institutions that implement it function despite the lack of effects of their activities. Can this be changed? Purchase priorities should be determined by the military. They are by default supposed to define needs that should be in line with the rationality and professionalization of the armed forces. Meanwhile, not only do we not pay attention to our own needs, but we also create innovative concepts for the current policy that cause us to wander in dilettantism (Wiceminister MON…2017).

Despite the plans of the Ministry of National Defense and media declarations, it was not possible to sign a contract for the implementation of the first stage of the Vistula program, the Homar rocket artillery system or helicopters for Special Forces and Navy, nor was the partner for the Orka submarine program selected. Information that the USA is ready to sell Patriot batteries has appeared in the media space, but the final effect of this action cannot be predicted (Świerczyński, 2018, p. 7). It should be emphasized here that these batteries condition the implementation of the already delayed Vistula system. The current implementation of the Homar project looks no better. The current minister shocks with propaganda declarations (Maciarewicz: Polska…2017). Meanwhile, I believe that public opinion will continue to be flooded only with fantasies. Is it not time for modernization projects to come out of the … utopia phase? In addition, next year agreements should be signed for, e.g., Orlik unmanned aerial vehicles or the Rosomak BMS system, the integration of these transporters with Spike missiles, or finally Mustang off-road vehicles, planned earlier for signing in 2017 and significant for the operational troops potential (Nowy przetarg na samochody…2017). It is also urgent to solve problems that arise around the Narew, Orka, or even the Kruk attack helicopter programs, as well as those for the implementation of anti-tank weapons purchase projects recently included in the Technical Modernization Plan. Given the dynamics of the modernization process and the possibility of delays, it is not possible to say with certainty which of these programs will be finalized (Modernizacja Sił Zbrojnych RP…2017). The armaments policy, so important from the point of view of this “self-sufficiency”, was brought to accusations of lobbying, corruption and fraud. Not only do we create “abstract” visions of needs for the current policy, but we also offend our partners and those who are still our allies. There is also another picture related to the activity of Polish armaments plants. As reported by one of the government’s favorable weekly magazines, a business and social arrangement to siphon public money with the help of apparent contracts, fictitious trainings and inflated invoices was created around one of
the largest state-owned companies. According to journalists, connections of a “doubtful” business nature concern even the level of the management of Polska Grupa Zbrojeniowa (Polish Armaments Group) and the political cabinet of the Ministry of National Defence (Pyza, Wikło, 2018, pp. 20–28).

Will the Polish Arms Industry Be Up to the Task?

An interesting concept. Polish arms industry, strong and competitive on global arms markets, dynamically cooperating with a modern army. The consolidation of the Polish arms industry makes many happy. As a result of the consolidation of the Polish defense industry, Grupa kapitałowa PGZ SA (Polish Armaments Group), under the control of the State Treasury, employs approximately 17,000 employees and covers a wide range of production companies – from armored and maritime equipment manufacturers, to modern technologies, to ammunition. So much for statistics, which, propaganda-supported, fill many with pride.

However, was it possible to overcome all the difficulties affecting the ability to absorb the modernization of the Polish Army? There are several serious difficulties. Let us try to point them out, stressing that they all interact with each other. The sequence in which they are indicated in this case is only ordinal. The first, important from the point of view of the ability to “respond” to the demand for modernization of the armed forces, is the politicization that limits the decision-making processes both in the boards of the Polish arms industry and in the defense department. It seems that it significantly limits the rational view of the product and ultimately the support for the production, purchase and use of weapons. Polish arms companies must be able to participate to tenders with competitive bids. Their only asset cannot be the “Polishness” of the product. It must be remembered that this is a dubious argument when the majority of tenders for equipment for the army are carried out on the basis of the provisions of the Public Procurement Law, in the mode provided for defense orders. Offers are subject to substantive evaluation, and the best one should be chosen. When spending public money, the defense department should consequently act in accordance with the principles of public finances. It is not admissible to “advance” a product (MON zamyka rok rzutem… 2017). The second difficulty is the ability of the Polish arms industry to cooperate in terms of manufacturing the target product. It seems that modern economic mechanisms must be ready to acquire modern technologies, regardless of economic constraints. The search for a “purely Polish” product in the field of military technology is a utopia. Nowadays, it is not possible to build a complicated warfare agent based on one’s own capabilities. Using the opportunities offered by participation in international programs ensures access to modern technologies. Often, it also creates greater financial opportunities, which means that participation in the development of large, complex, innovative technologies does not require production of such large financial resources as carrying out the work on one’s own. It seems to be a truism, though not as obvious as one would expect
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(Innowacyjne projekty...2015). Another difficulty arises from doubts as to how the defense industry (consolidated or not) is able to meet the ambitious, sometimes necessary, plans for technical modernization of the Polish Armed Forces. It often seems that companies from this industry, both in terms of management and the product addressed to the armed forces, stay in the deep war economy of the socialist period. Armaments plants are demanding multi-million orders for their products. It seems that not only the limitation of costs of modernization is not fully understood. However, not only that. It gets forgotten that modern enterprises, even armaments ones, must be adapted to the requirements of modern global economy. The development of enterprises’ abilities, including readiness to act as an offset recipient, lies with the managers of individual industrial entities. Many foreign armaments companies easily cope both in a good economic situation for military products and in lack thereof. In Boeing (the third armaments company in the world according to the report of the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute) only 30 percent of production is production for the needs of the army. In Airbus, in the seventh place, it is at 17% (Polska zbrojeniówka... 2017).

Conclusions

The Polish Army, being one of the constitutive institutions of the state, is determined by the system of state power. In spite of their being non-party bound and political neutrality, the military remain under the influence of political forces. Widely understood military security is one of the main areas of Polish policy. Poland’s present ruling team has greatly expanded its influence on the armed forces, giving great importance to security policy. By definition, the Polish Army is to be one of the determinants of Poland’s strength and position in the international environment. Unfortunately, according to the author, by assigning such significance to this state institution, the rulers react to a small extent to changes affecting the modern armed forces. The author presents those resulting from the diagnosis of the revolution in military matters. These issues, to a small extent, despite the great importance given to military cooperation with the USA, are not properly treated. The paper signals a number of threats that should be noticed through the above-mentioned issues. According to the author, in the Polish security policy, the ability to react to them can be seen in a real, non-propaganda way to a small extent. The decision-makers respond to the challenges for Poland’s security policy also to a small extent. The author includes among others modernization of the armed forces in those that to the largest extent can decide on its effectiveness. Essentially, it depends on various factors. Undoubtedly, the strongest factor for the modernization of the Polish Army is the political one. The author proves in the paper that despite the plans of the Ministry of National Defense and media declarations, the modernization process is ineffective. Although since 2016 all funds from the modernization fund have been spent twice in a row, no important program for the modernization of the Armed Forces has been implemented. Contracts in all major weapons programs: Wisła,
Homar, Orka, Kruk or helicopters failed to be signed. The author also wonders about the impact of the ineffective Polish defense industry. Managers of Polish armaments plants often emphasize its possibilities. According to Polish producers, their products are of very high quality and can meet the requirements of not only Polish armed forces. Nevertheless, the Polish Army does not receive proper modernization support.
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